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Today:

 Demo time!

 Timing / profiling / debugging

 Random numbers

 OpenGL interop



Demo Time



 Template_v4

New:

 Glee (Glew still works);

 MathFu (GLM still works);

 Debugging facilities for OpenCL code.



 MathFu

http://google.github.io/mathfu

http://google.github.io/mathfu


 Tools: profiling

gDEBugger:

 Vendor agnostic

 Provides detailed timing information for your kernels

 Allows you to inspect data on the GPU

 Not a full debugger (no breakpoints…)



 Tools: profiling



 Tools: profiling
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 Tools: debugging

https://developer.nvidia.com/gameworksdownload#?dn=nsight-visual-studio-edition-4-2-0

NVidia Parallel NSight:

 Nvidia-only

 Debugging on a single device only for CUDA 5.5 and up, on a CC3.5 device or better (700 series)

https://developer.nvidia.com/gameworksdownload#?dn=nsight-visual-studio-edition-4-2-0


 Tools: debugging

http://developer.amd.com/tools-and-sdks/opencl-zone/codexl

AMD CodeXL:

 AMD-only

 Full debugging on a single GPU

http://developer.amd.com/tools-and-sdks/opencl-zone/codexl/


 Tools: debugging

Template v4:

 New: logging system

 Passes values (int, float, vec3) to host

 Does asserts and errors

 Provides file & line# for errors and asserts

 Reduces to 0 when disabled
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 Random numbers

Why random numbers in OpenCL?

 Hemishphere sampling for SSAO

 Sampling an area light

 Doing a diffuse reflection

 Film grain effects

 Procedural content

But… Random numbers are slow, right?

(no, not really)

uint32_t rand( uint64& state )
{

uint32 c = state >> 32;
uint32 x = state & 0xffffffff;
state = x * 4294883355U + c;
return x ^ c;

}



 Random numbers

uint32_t rand( uint64& state )
{

uint32 c = state >> 32;
uint32 x = state & 0xffffffff;
state = x * 4294883355U + c;
return x ^ c;

}

Multiply-with-carry (MWC) generator:

Invented by George Marsaglia.

enum{ A = 4294883355UL };  // A "special" constant
ulong x;                   // current RNG state
x=(x&0xFFFFFFFF)*A+(x>>32); // Advance RNG to the 

next state

When A is chosen well, the state will advance through a 

sequence with period P = (A * 232 – 2) / 2 = ~263.
Cost on modern GPU:

5 32-bit instructions (due to the 

use of mul_hi)



 Random numbers

Does the MWC generator yield good results?

 Diehard test

 NIST test

 TestU01                        Crush

BigCrush



 Random numbers

Diehard tests (selection):

 Overlapping permutations: Analyze sequences of five consecutive random numbers. The 120 

possible orderings should occur with statistically equal probability.

 Monkey tests: Treat sequences of some number of bits as "words". Count the overlapping words in 

a stream. The number of "words" that don't appear should follow a known distribution. The name 

is based on the infinite monkey theorem.

 Parking lot test: Randomly place unit circles in a 100 x 100 square. If the circle overlaps an 

existing one, try again. After 12,000 tries, the number of successfully "parked" circles should 

follow a certain normal distribution.

 The squeeze test: Multiply 231 by random floats on (0,1) until you reach 1. Repeat this 100,000 

times. The number of floats needed to reach 1 should follow a certain distribution.

 Runs test: Generate a long sequence of random floats on (0,1). Count ascending and descending 

runs. The counts should follow a certain distribution.

 The craps test: Play 200,000 games of craps, counting the wins and the number of throws per 

game. Each count should follow a certain distribution.



 Random numbers

Does the MWC generator yield good results?

 Diehard test

 NIST test

 TestU01                        Crush

BigCrush

Yes; the MWC RNG passes all tests.

It was developed for financial simulations (running on GPU and FPGA).



 Random numbers

Random numbers on the GPU: challenges

1. We are not getting values sequentially, but in parallel:

Each thread needs its own state.

2. Seeding becomes very important!

3. Basig seed on threadIdx yields the same sequence for each kernel invocation.

So: seed with threadIdx + frameNr * threadCount

4. Often, a thread will use multiple random numbers

So: seed with threadIdx + frameNr * threadCount * samplesPerThread

 What happens if not all threads use the same number of random numbers?

 What if this count cannot be predicted at all?

 Is the resulting distribution still passing all tests?



 Random numbers

rngstate state;
rngseed( &state, global_id( 0 ) + N * frame, N );
float r = rngfloat( &state );

Where N is the number of random numbers you will use for the frame.
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 OpenGL interop

OpenCL can use OpenGL buffers. See template for a basic example (OpenGL texture 

used as output buffer in OpenCL).

Basic procedure:

1. Create an OpenCL buffer using the OpenGL resource
2. Make sure OpenGL is done with the resource: glFinish();
3. Claim the resource for OpenCL usage: clEnqueueAcquireGLObjects(…)
4. Use the resource in OpenCL
5. Hand the resource back to OpenGL: clEnqueueReleaseGLObjects(…)



 OpenGL interop

OpenCL can use OpenGL buffers. See template for a basic example (OpenGL texture 

used as output buffer in OpenCL).

Basic procedure:

1. Create an OpenCL buffer using the OpenGL resource

cl_mem buffer = clCreateFromGLTexture2D( 
context, 
CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, // or CL_MEM_WRITE_ONLY / CL_READ_ONLY
GL_TEXTURE_2D, // or other type of texture
0, // miplevel
N, // OpenGL texture ID
&error // cl_int for receiving errors

);



 OpenGL interop

OpenCL can use OpenGL buffers. See template for a basic example (OpenGL texture 

used as output buffer in OpenCL).

Basic procedure:

1. Create an OpenCL buffer using the OpenGL resource

cl_mem buffer = clCreateFromGLBuffer( 
context, 
CL_MEM_READ_WRITE, // or CL_MEM_WRITE_ONLY / CL_READ_ONLY
N, // OpenGL buffer ID
&error // cl_int for receiving errors

);



Example:

// hardcoded arrays
const GLfloat verts[] = { -1, -1, 0, 1, -1, 0, -1, 1, 0, 1, -1, 0, -1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0 };
const GLfloat uvdata[] = { 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1 };
// generate buffers
vertexBuffer = CreateVBO( verts, sizeof( verts ) );
UVBuffer = CreateVBO( uvdata, sizeof( uvdata ) );

GLuint MeshBase::CreateVBO( const GLfloat* _Data, const uint _Size )
{

GLuint bufferID;
glGenBuffers( 1, &bufferID );
glBindBuffer( GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, bufferID );
glBufferData( GL_ARRAY_BUFFER, _Size, _Data, GL_STATIC_DRAW );
return bufferID;

}

cl_mem vertexBuffer = clCreateFromGLBuffer( context, CL_MEM_WRITE_ONLY, bufferID, 0 );



Assignment

?



“The End”
(for now)

Next week: NO LECTURE
Final lecture after Christmas Holiday




